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Abstract
We investigated stability and the electronic structure of extended defects including anti-site
domain boundaries and stacking faults in the kesterite-structured semiconductors, Cu2ZnSnS4
(CZTS) and Cu2ZnSnSe4 (CZTSe). Our hybrid density functional theory calculations show that
stacking faults in CZTS and CZTSe induce a higher conduction band edge than the bulk counter-
parts, and thus the stacking faults act as electron barriers. Antisite domain boundaries, however,
accumulate electrons as the conduction band edge is reduced in energy, having an opposite role.
An Ising model was constructed to account for the stability of stacking faults, which shows the
nearest neighbour interaction is stronger in the case of the selenide.
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Thin-film photovoltaic devices based on Cu2ZnSn(S,Se)4 (CZTSSe) absorber layers have
attracted growing attention [1–3] as the materials are composed of Earth-abundant elements
[4], which are not categorised as Critical Raw Materials (CRM) by EU [5]. The system has
a tuneable direct band gap of 1.0∼1.5 eV [6], which is ideal for single junction solar cell
applications [7]. The certified solar conversion efficiency of 12.6% was achieved by an IBM
group in 2013 [8], and more recently, another group at DGIST achieved an efficiency of 12.3
% in 2016 by using a band-gap-graded absorber layer [9].
Since current thin-film technologies mostly rely on polycrystalline materials, physical
properties of extended defects, especially grain boundaries (GBs) have been investigated to
understand their effects on the device efficiency [10–16]. Other extended defects like stacking
faults (SFs) and antisite domain boundaries (ADBs) have been less documented as compared
to the GBs, but since SFs in CdTe act as electron barriers and reduce the efficiency [17–20],
SFs in CZTS should be investigated. There is also growing evidence that the materials have
extended defects [21–23]. Formation of SFs was found in CZTS grown on single crystal
Si (111) wafers [21] and CZTS nanoparticles [22]. Another recent experimental study has
shown that ADBs are formed abundantly in CZTS nanocrystals [23], possibly due to the
low formation energy of antisite defect complexes in multi-component semiconductors [2]. A
density functional theory (DFT) calculation also shows that pre-existing defect complexes
can lower the energy cost to form another defect complexes in close configuration [24],
providing a hint that point defects can be gathered and form a spatially extended defect.
In this study, we investigate stability and the electronic structure of extended defects
including SFs, ADBs, and the Σ3 (112) GB. We constructed an Ising model to account for
the stability of SFs and examined an effect of broken symmetry at the boundary on the
electronic structure. Our results show that the formation energy of SFs is small, while it is
well explained by the Ising model. Change of the stacking orders raises the conduction band
minimum (CBM) and thus the SFs generally act as electron barrier. On the other hand, the
ADB with 1
2
[110] fault displacement induces several ten meV lower conduction band edge
than the bulk counterpart, indicating that the defect could be a place where electrons are
temporarily trapped.
We performed first-principles density functional theory (DFT) calculations to investi-
gate physical properties of the extended defects. The hybrid functional proposed by Heyd,
Scuseria, and Ernzerhof [25] as implemented in the VASP code was used [26]. The projector-
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augmented wave (PAW) pseudo-potentials were used to describe the valence and core elec-
tron interactions [27]. The screening parameter of 0.2 A˚−1 and the exchange parameter of α
= 0.25 were used. The cutoff energy for the plane-wave basis was set to 400 eV. The lattice
parameters and the internal coordinates were fully relaxed until the residual force becomes
smaller than 0.03 eV A˚−1. For Brillouin zone (BZ) integration, the smallest spacing between
k -points was set to '0.05 A˚−1.
The atomic structure of SFs and the Σ3 (112) GB are shown in Figure 1. We note
that each layer in the supercells has two Cu, one Zn, and one Sn atoms. Therefore, the
position of the cations in an adjacent layer is determined when the Octet rule is preserved.
Among various stacking faults, 9R, intrinsic stacking fault (ISF) and extrinsic stacking
fault (eSF) were considered. The SFs has stacking sequences of (· · ·ABC/BCA/CAB· · · ),
(· · ·ABC/BC/ABC· · · ), and (· · ·ABC/ABAC/ABC· · · ), respectively, as depicted in Figure
1, thus one can generate a supercell having a SF. On the other hand, a supercell having a Σ3
(112) GB contains two GBs because the Σ3 (112) GB has a layer with inversion symmetry
at the middle of the cell (· · ·ABA· · · ). Another Σ3 (112) GB (e.g. · · ·ACA· · · ) is needed
to restore the sequence order. Otherwise, a slab geometry should be pursued.
On the other hand, the ADBs can be represented by the accumulation of cation antisites
in planes. Thus the Octet rule may or may not be satisfied at an ADB, depending on the
fault displacement. For instance, Kattan et al. reported atomic structures of three ADBs,
one satisfying the Octet rule and the others not satisfying the rule [23]. Among them, we
generated the atomic structures of ADBs with fault displacement of 1
2
[110] or −1
2
[201], which
are shown in Figure 1e and Figure 1f. Despite that the former is called an ADB, the Octet
rule is not broken as its structure can be generated from kesterite by shifting a group of
layers by (a/2,a/2,0) where a is the lattice constant along x and y directions. As a result,
narrow planes with Cu atoms are formed at the boundary. Such planes are also formed
in primitive-mixed CuAu phases (PMCA), which another polytype of CZTS [6]. Generally
speaking, such faults in this category of materials results in higher formation energy and
lower band gap, predicted by a previous first-principles calculation [28]. The Octet rule is
broken at the other ADBs, and thus some S or Se atoms are bonded to 2 Sn atoms (The
coordination in bulk kesterite is 1 Sn, 1 Zn, and 2 Cu).
To investigate the thermodynamic stability of the SFs and the Σ3 (112) GB, we con-
structed an Ising model following an approach which was used to understand polytypes of
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SiC [29]. Our Ising model for a supercell with N layers is given by
Etot = J0N +
M∑
n=1
N∑
i=1
Jnσiσi+n, (1)
where Etot is the total energy of a given supercell. The energy of a single layer is given by
J0, and Jn represents the interaction energy between the nth nearest neighbour layers (n =
1, 2, · · · , M). An ith layer can have either spin up (σ = 1) or spin down (σ = −1), which
is determined by comparison to the next layer (i + 1th layer). If two adjoining layers have
AB, BC or CA stacking order, then the first layer has spin up. The two layers do not have
the same letters (i.e. AA, BB and CC) in this study, and spin down is assigned to the ith
spin in remaining cases. Since we use periodic boundary conditions, σ1 = σN+1, the total
energy of bulk is equivalent to J0+J1+J2+J3 per layer when M is equal to 3.
The fitted parameters for SFs in CZTS are J1 = -20 meV/nm
2, J2 = 0 meV/nm
2 and J3
= 1 meV/nm2. On the other hand, those for SFs in CZTSe are J1 = -31 meV/nm
2, J2 =
6 meV/nm2 and J3 = -3 meV/nm
2. We don’t report J0 because the absolute value of J0
doesn’t have the physical meaning in our DFT calculation and the relative energy of SFs can
be calculated without knowing J0. The strongest interaction parameters J1 is significantly
larger in CZTSe, indicating that SFs are less likely formed in CZTSe. This tendency is
largely depicted in high formation energy of the wurtzite phase (2H) in CZTSe than CZTS,
and also consistent with the anion rule that the zinc-blende phase becomes more favourable
than the wurtzite phase as the anion size increases [30]. Another difference between CZTS
and CZTSe is smaller values of J1 and J2, which results in the similar formation energy of
2H and 4H in CZTS.
Using the raw data obtained from DFT calculations and the Ising model, we calculated
the formation energy of the extended defects. The formation energy of a SF, Ef (SF), is
given by
Ef (SF) =
Etot(SF)
A
− NEtot(0)
A
, (2)
where N is the number of layers in a supercell and A is a unit area of the SF. Etot(0) is total
energy of bulk per unit cell (8 atoms). The formation energy obtained from DFT calculations
(Ef,DFT) and that obtained from the Ising model (Ef,Ising) are summarised in Table 1. The
difference between them is small enough to conclude that the formation energy of SFs is
well explained by the Ising model. Stability of the two extreme cases, AB and ABCB, is
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well explained by the Ising model even though the two configurations were not considered
to obtain the parameters Jn. The calculated Ef values of SFs and the GB are small, which
is also consistent with other studies reporting the formation of SFs in other materials like
Si and CdTe [17, 20, 31–33].
To examine how the band edges are affected by the extended defects, we obtained averaged
local potential given as
V (z0) =
∫ z0+τ/2
z0−τ/2
∫ ∫
V (x, y, z)dxdydz
τ
∫ ∫
dxdy
, (3)
where τ is the interlayer distance. Band edges of pure CZTS or CZTSe were estimated
using V (z0) in a bulk-like region as a reference. The valence band offset (VBO) and the
conduction band offset (CBO) between polytypes and the bulk counterparts are summarised
in Table 1. There is no bulk-like region in (AB) and (ABCB), and thus the band offsets are
not calculated. In both CZTS and CZTSe, the VBO is smaller than the room temperature
energy. Therefore, we expect that it will not significantly affect the hole transport. On
the other hand, the conduction band of the material with SFs are higher than that of the
bulk counterpart, which is comparable to the room temperature thermal energy. This result
clearly indicates that SFs act as electron barrier, making electron extraction difficult. It is
generally accepted that SFs in zinc-blende structure (ABC) can be understood as a thin
wurtzite layer (AB) surrounded by zinc-blende grains, and that results in electron barrier
because of the type-II band offset between wurtzite and zinc-blende [34, 35], which is also
found in the multi-component semiconductors. Our result is also consistent with the higher
band gap of wurtzite-kesterite CZTS than kesterite CZTS and group theory analysis [36].
The stability of ADBs suggested by an experimental study [23] were also investigated. It is
worth emphasising that the suggested ADBs are formed only in multi-cation semiconductors
as the ADBs are represented by cation disorder and thus don’t have anion-anion or cation-
cation bonds. Supercell containing a 1
2
[110] ADB is stoichiometric, therefore the formation
energy of the defect is simply calculated as defined above. Ef is 0.23 eV/nm
2 and 0.49
eV/nm2 in CZTS and CZTSe, respectively. Higher energy is required to form the ADB in
CZTSe as compared to that in CZTS, indicating that the ADB is also less likely formed in
CZTSe. On the electronic structure, the VBO between the 1
2
[110] ADB and bulk calculated
using the potential alignments are negligible in both CZTS and CZTSe (< 3 meV). The
CBO, on the other hand, is -70 meV and -77 meV, respectively, indicating that the ADBs
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can easily trap electrons, which is opposite to the SFs.
This opposite effect of the ADB on the conduction band is consistent with a previous
DFT calculation with symmetry analysis [28]. The ADB, a polytype with infinite length,
has the similar atomic structure to PMCA in a local sense as both have Cu layers, while the
1
2
[110] faults increase the formation energy of polytype as shown in a previous study [28].
The electronic band gap of the polytype is negative-linearly correlated with the formation
energy of polytypes [28], and thus the ADB should lower the band gap. Moreover, as it has
been shown that the kesterite, stannite, and PMCA Cu2ZnGeS4 have similar valence band
edge position, and change of the band gap is mainly explained by change of the conduction
band [37]. Since the ADB can be regarded as high energy polytype in a local sense, the
1
2
[110] ADB is expected to have lower conduction band edge than bulk, which is found in
our calculation. We note that the band offset due to the ADB is similar to the band gap
fluctuations in real samples (0.05-0.15 eV) [38, 39], indicating that the VOC deficit can be
at least partly explained by the formation of the ADBs.
Experimental evidence of faults in the layer with Cu and Sn has been provided [23],
however, Cu and Zn are difficult to distinguish by transmission electron microscope (TEM).
Due to the larger chemical (size and charge) mismatch, the layer with Cu and Sn should
be more rigid than the layer with Cu and Zn. But the effect of Cu-Zn disorder on the
electronic structure should be less than 0.04 eV according to the DFT calculation [37]. We
also examined whether ZnCu+CuZn at the
1
2
[110] ADB affects the conclusion, but it changes
the band edge position only marginally (' 3 meV).
The supercell model for the ADB with −1
2
[201] fault (Figure 1f) contains more Zn and
Sn atoms as compared to bulk, and thus the boundary can be understood as segregation of
SnCu and a ZnCu defects. Relaxation of internal coordinates for the supercell model using
HSE06 functional is too computationally demanding, therefore, we relaxed the structure
using the SCAN [40] functional applying on-site Coulomb potential of 6 eV on Cu d and
Zn d. Self-consistent field (SCF) calculations using HSE06 functional were subsequently
performed to analyse the electronic structure.
The calculated projected density of states (PDOS) of the ADB in CZTS and CZTSe with
−1
2
[201] fault are shown in Figure 2. We find that Sn atoms at the boundary introduce
gap states, which are mainly composed of Sn s and S (Se) p anti-bonding character. Our
supercell is not large enough to reproduce the bulk band gap, however, we expect that the
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band gap is widened in the supercell because of the raised conduction band resulting from
the quantum confinement effect. Consistent with our expectation, the PDOS of Cu in bulk
CZTS fits well with that in the supercell. In CZTSe, peak positions are slightly shifted ('
0.1 eV), but doesn’t affect the conclusion that the ADB introduces the gap states as the
lowest defect state is higher than the valence band maximum by 0.52 eV, close to the middle
of the band gap. The gap states are delocalized in the boundary, indicating that charge
carriers trapped by the state will conduct in the boundary.
A post-deposition annealing treatment (e.g. using CdCl2) is necessary to improve the
CdTe solar cells [41]. There are many competing explanations on the beneficial effect of the
treatment [42], and recent studies also show that one effect of the treatment is the removal of
the SFs [18, 20]. A SF in CdTe can be regarded as a buried wurtzite phase which has higher
conduction band than the zinc-blende CdTe, and thus it is expected to act as an electron
barrier [43]. It was recently found in an experimental study that the conductivity along the
direction normal to the SFs is suppressed because of the band offset [19]. Since the SFs in
the kesterite-structured materials also act as electron barriers, a similar annealing process
should be pursued to remove the extended defects from the absorber layer.
Finally, we point out that the electrical property of the SFs can be qualitatively estimated
as discussed above by comparing the band edges of polymorphs, and this working principle
is not limited to zinc-blende and zinc-blende derived structures. For instance, previous DFT
calculations show that wurtzite ZnO and III-nitrides have higher conduction band than their
zinc-blende counterparts, and thus the SFs lower the conduction bands and act as electron
sinks, not barriers as in CZTS [44, 45].
In summary, we investigated the thermodynamic stability and the electronic structure
of extended defects in the multi-cation semiconductors, CZTS and CZTSe. Formation en-
ergy of extended defects in CZTS and CZTSe were calculated by performing hybrid density
functional theory calculations. Since less energy is required to form SFs than the ADBs,
SFs are more likely formed in the multi-cation semiconductors. An Ising model was suc-
cessfully constructed to account for their stability, and the interaction between two adjacent
layers is fitted to be stronger than the other interactions between layers. The SFs and the
ADBs satisfying the Octet rule introduce higher and lower conduction band than the bulk
region, acting as electron barrier and sink, respectively. The ADB not satisfying the Octet
rule, on the other hand, introduces deep gap states. Compared to the electron transport,
7
the hole transport is less affected by the extended defects. Our computational results in-
dicate that extended defects slightly favoured in CZTS as compared to CZTSe, potentially
results in larger variation of the conduction band edge. Annealing procedures used for other
technologies (e.g. CdCl2 for CdTe) could be applied to the kesterite solar cells.
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TABLE I. Physical properties of CZTS with different stacking orders. Ef,DFT and Ef,Ising are the
formation energy obtained by DFT calculations and that estimated by the Ising model, respectively,
which are defined in eq. (2). The dimension of the formation energies is eV/nm2. Values in
parentheses are those of CZTSe. The valence and conduction band offsets with respect to the bulk
material are labelled as VBO and CBO, respectively.
Stacking Ef,DFT Ef,Ising VBO (meV) CBO (meV)
ISF 0.14 (0.18) 0.15 (0.20) 6 (9) 28 (29)
eSF 0.14 (0.16) 0.15 (0.17) 6 (5) 28 (25)
9R 0.31 (0.37) 0.31 (0.37) -2 (11) 32 (48)
Σ3 (112) 0.07 (0.10) 0.07 (0.10) -15 (-5) 16 (18)
2H (AB) 0.17 (0.25) 0.15 (0.24)
4H (ABCB) 0.15 (0.17) 0.15 (0.15)
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FIG. 1. (a-c) Atomic structure of intrinsic stacking faults, extrinsic stacking fault, and 9R.
(d) Atomic structure of the Σ3 (112) grain boundary. (e,f) Atomic structure of antisite domain
boundaries with the fault displacement of 12 [110] or −12 [201]. Solid lines represent the boundaries
of the supercells.
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FIG. 2. Project density of states (PDOS) of the ADB with −12 [201] fault. PDOS of Sn atoms in the
boundary and bulk-like region are labelled as SnADB and Sn, respectively. Vertical lines represent
the band edges in each supercell. Dashed lines are the estimated conduction band minimum using
the band gap and the valence band maximum in the supercell. Dash dot lines represent the lowest
defects states of the supercell. PDOS of Cu in bulk CZTS and CZTSe (CuPURE) is shown for
comparison.
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